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CONGRESS REPUBLICAN4IUGHES ELECTED-BECKHAM AND HAGER IN STATE PRIMARY
THE RAILROAD FIGHT
CITY DEMOCRATIC;
CLEAN
SWEEP
M'CREARY CHOICE IS NEARING A CLOSE
COUNTRY

MADE OF
BY REPUBLICANS

Results in City and County Were
Surprising In Many Ways
In State Races
ROW VOTE AND REGISTRATIoN KENTUCKY DEMOCRATS IteXalle
TER C110ICE licOR CANDIDATES
IN PADUCAH COMPARES; WITH
feAME FOR LAST YEAH.
HY CLOSE VOTE IN PRIMARY.

•

Illilierereeetea&i&etaelehtleiseeleX4.
SUCCEMIWUL CANDIDATES.
Police Sudge—D. A. Cruets.
COUNCILMEN.
First 1Var4----H. R. Lindsey.
Second Ward—D. M.
boy.
Third Ward --A. Al. Foreman.
Fourth. Ward—Ernest lACkey
(long term i
Alansb Crandie (short term.)
Fifth Wardi—George W Shelton.
Sixth Ward- -R. J. Wilson.
ALDERMEN.
E. W linker. P. H. Stewart, N.
D. Hannen. J. W. Little.
SCHOOL TRUSTEE
First Ward---W. J. Maxwell.
Second Ward—i. Ashley Robertsou.
Third Ward -Harry Clements
Fourth Ward--George Moore.
Fifth
Ward—W. T. Byrd
(long term)
Alfred A. Metcalf (short term).
Sixth Ward--W Dow WatSOn,

Flour-

AMALGAMATION OF
I. C. AND PACIFIC
Foreshadowed

In Harriman
Victory Today.

Claim of 'omhinat ion That Fish Has
No Chance to Re Ite-eite led
President.

Control Congress By Majority Exceeding Fifty and
Lose No Strongholds.
e

•

•

•

New York Elects Hughes Governor Over
Hearst By Substantial Majority
In Up State.

Hula. John K. Hendriek received
Paducah went Democratic yesterItepubI4 ttiv. gain throe
MR. VANDERBILT KEEPS SILENT
day from top to bottom, Dave Cross returns up to noon today indkatineti
gremmen in Kentucky.
being elected police judge over that he had carried the *tete by user!
Teenemee Dimorratic.
Judge E. W. Bagby by a substantial 17,000.
Cannon re-elected,
majority and the Democratic candiNew lurk. Not. 7.—Dtrectore of
Joint_ Apo-feed
with
New
Result la Claw.
dates for •Idermen, councilmen and
the Minnie Ceueral railroad today
Mellen-Meated
.
-lin Iriania;--Louisville. Nov. 7.—The Demoschool trustees, ran ahead of him.
elected J. T. illaidian, president, to
Deourrs10 draft eirnatitutios
The result makes a tie in the board cratic primary race for the United
Macceed Stuyvessisat
of new peaty of Oklahoma.
of aldermen, gives the Democrats 1 States senator is so close that it
Minnesota' veleta Democratk
Louisville, Nov. 7, 0 a, m..—thillictint
majority of one in the board ot may require an official count to deDemocrat• elect eight conNew York, Nov. 7.—Directors of
governor.
gresanien in this' state and the Itepublicanis three, Jame', in the Third.
councilmen and control of the school ride. Oct the present returns Beckthe Illinois Central met today and
Nick lonoworth. preeklent's
Bennett in the Ninth and FAward% in Elelornill, making a gain at two.
board. Both candidates for police ham and Hager appear to have , a
It E. H. Herriman and Charles A.
rotureed to con.
Present indication/4 are that the Republican. will have a majority of
judge lead their tickets, showing the lead which insures victory. BeckPeabody have their way Stuyvesant
grew.
55 in congrepo. Returns up to it o'clock this morning show Republicans
ham won by the support of the couninterest aroused in trils race.
Fish will be ousted as president and
1211, Ikerrocrate 133; with
dietriets
The water emetratt bad a majority try against the cities In the eonJ. T. Harahan seemed vice president
Hughes wins in New York by :S2,0047. Hearst carried tireater Nam
gremlonal
race
Republican*
gained
for it, while the park bond issue
will be elected in his place. If the
York by 76.3412. Indications point to the election 11(
of the I win
wont slightly the other way: but has one possibly and three districts.
claims of Wit Harritnau and Peapiendent League candidates. Returns still be slow coining in.
both propositions require majorities
body combination are true, Fish has
of two-thIrda of the votes cast, they
Langley Wins in 'teeth.
not a chance of re-election. He will
Elections were held yesterday in 42 states and
.while the result* in a
were far from winning, and early in
Mt. Sterling. Ky, Nov. 7 — Rehave t
votes of on'y four direcnumber of instances were of unusual Interest it may be said generally
the evening It was seen that neither ports from throughout the Teeth
YOUNG MAN WAS PINNED AND tors ag
t eight for the Harrimanspeaking there were no greet surprises.
could command the necessary votes. district today conflrm the election
HIS MAJORITY IN KANSAS Di
Peabody
PUS iiiPIIVE BROKEN.
ndidateL: One I 'at Fish's
Throughout the south the Democratic state and congressinael tickets
The election passed rIff quietly in of Langtee, Republican, for etre.
support . John Welling, is sick in
have been elected by the tritest Inalfortftes.
Peducah a tot.. of 2,859 votes, out grins. over Hopkins. Democrat, by
Chicago and unable to conic Friends
. In the west and east the atatea aliened Iwo yosyr. ago in the NMI of a registratioa of 3.533 being cast. 7,800. Langley made tremendous
of Cornelius Vanderbilt and John Jarrat lc and Republican column:, show no material change.
Rematheble Operation Will Be per.
exceeding that of last year by 359. mins all over the district.
cob Astor declared they are teeter Colorado Seems to Have Gone ReIn New York the latest returns show that Hughes was successful
!maned in Devi-rues Effort to
Out of a registration of 1,91i4 the
Massachusetts has re-elected Curtis Guild, Republican, for governor.
no pledge to the Harriman-Peabedy
publican and Gains Are Made
Democrats polled 1,509, while the
Life.
Save
His
Indications now are that Governor
In Chicago the Independence league polled 441,000, but there was a
combination to vote against the reIn Nebraska.
Republican rote showed 1.350 only, Beckham has won over Senator McRepublican plurality for state officers.
election of Fish.
36 less than the registration These Creary for the Democratic nominaPennsylvania has elected Stuart, Republican.
Vanderbilt
and
along
Aater
reall
figures are based on the results in tion for United States senator and
Michigan, Iowa New Hampshire, North Dakota, Connecticut, IndiIn a desperate attempt to save the fused to say where-they stood in the
the race for police judge in which Hager has beaten Hays, but the race
Topeka, Kens, Nov. 7. --State ana arid Wisconsin rolled
up Republican elute:pluralities.
life of a young man named Bolling Harriman scheme to take the Illi•
much 'scratching was done and In is so close, that the hindmost candiChairman Crumler today announce'
Nebraska shows a big Republican gain.
of the Hard Money neighborhood In nois Central away from Stuyvesant
which both candidates ran ahead at dates see a possibility of overcomthe election of Govern& Hoch by
Ohio al ms shows Republican gains. The Repillilicans expect a pluthe county Dr. Frank Boyd
will Fish and turn it over to tee Union
their tickets. The average vote cast ing the majority if the official count
about 7,000. This is a reduced ma- ralityThe
ot 7r:i;n0s0t
perform an operation on him to try Pacific. Today's election threly forefor councilmen and aldermen was Mac:toes discrepancies. The strange
jority.
0
itution of Oklahoma will be written by the Democrats.
to join together the broken parts of shadows the amalgamation of the
2.450. Thia shows an average Demo- part of the situation is that McCreaThe joint statehood bill for New Mexico and Arizona was defeated In
his backbone. The operat.on will be Illinois Central with the Ireton PaOilfired.) Republican.
cratic vote of 1,300 out of 1.984.and ry, supposed to have his strength
Arizona.
performed this afternoon and on it cific system, which owns the Souththe Republicans 1,150 out of 1,386. with the old-time Democrats, carried
Denver, Nov. 7.--He
of great
Governor Hock was re-elected In Kansas by a lightly reduced masuccess will depend the young man's ern Pacific and controls the B. & 0
scratching complete returns are yet jority,
This vote, perhaps, more clearly in- the cities, while the youthful Beckhope of life
dicates the eltdation.
unavailable. It is almost certain the
precincts.
ham swept the county
Congressman Nicholas Lerngworth was re-elected in Cincinnati
While felling trees near his home
The Leesi Feeling.
Rev.
H. A. Buchtel. for governor,
Hays ran behind
McCreary every- In Hard •Money yeafbrday afternoon
Congressman Wadsworth, for many years chairmen of the house teamand
entire
Paducah
Republican
state
people
tatting
are
keen
How the Mayor Feels.
ticket mdttee
where.
agriculture at Washington, was defeated in the Thirty-fourth
late. Bolling was caught under a
Mayor Yelser was in • jubilant
In the first district the indications falling tree and his backbone was interest in the fight for the pretri- are elected by a plurality of 15,000 New York district.
dency of the Illinois Central railroad,
Meod..when seen, by a reporter for are Beckham has carried it by somebroken In the middle of his back. He
— Joiseph B. Cannon, speaker of the national house of repreemrtatime,
end it is very evident that Ptah has
The Sun this morning. The mayor is thing less than a thousand and HaRepublican resins.
was re-elected by his usual big majority.
Is 23 years old and well known in
their best wishes. There are a good
always tn a good humor but today it ger. by nearly 2,000. All four candiLincoln, Neb., Nov. 7.— Returns
that neighborhood
This afternoon
Republicans carried Utah, %Vat:ruling, Washington and lost Nevada
many stockholders of the road in the received
radiated from him as brightly as an dates were claiming the district by
show slight Republican
Montana was carried by the Republicans and Texas takes Its tuella
he was brought to Riverside hospitat 01t),
and they have always esteemed gains, indicating a majority of 1-2,April sun after a spring shower.
2,500, but there was a slump in the for the operation. If the operation is
Place in the Democratic column.
him very
highly.
Vice-President 000 to 15.000 for Sheldon for
"How do you feel your honor," vote In west Kentucky, which mixed
goversuccessful the young man still will Harahan is also
Congreeeman Babcock, of Wieconsin, formerly chairman of the Rewell known to Paduthe reporter queried.
results considerably.
have heavy odds against him for re- cah people, and the sentiment is "if nor.
publican congressional rommiore, failed of election.
"As happy as the proverbial birds
Hon. John K. Hendricks led the covery
In Rhode island James H. Higgins, Democrat, was 4410414.d governor
we can't have Fish give us HaraIn May," he replied. "I am to have race everywhere and wins by nearly
Senator Pettus Ill,
han."
company,, you know, mid the aid hall 20,000.
Montgomery, Ala., United States
CLAIM THE STATE.
New Yot k Result.
will look more natural with all the
Coniress Republican.
Senator Pettus is ill at his home at
Paducah held a surprise for evnew Del-Metro officials to come in. erybody. ft was supposed to be for
New York, Nov. 7.—According to
having
Selma,
New
suffered
York, Nov, 7—This moraine;
a
severe
atRepablicaas Count on Front 60,000
The Republicans in the general Beckham by _500, but McCreary cartack of indigestion. He is 85, the the returns received up to this morn...! (Wednesday) Congressman Sherman,
to 100;000 in alichigan
council are a good lot of fine fellows, ried it by 96 and probably cares
tag Hughes has 50.0110 plurality: Out chairman of the Republican rongresoldest man in the senate.
and our aasoclations have been very the county by nearly 200. The vote
aide of greater-New-Terk. with 160 glottal committee, made-eher-following
Detroit. Mich., Nov. 7.—Gov. Warpleasant, hut, still, you know, I sin was light andthe apathy that marelection
district-s
still miming, statement:
THREATENRD
LIFE
YOUNG,
Republican
WOMAN
ticket
state
CAUGHT HER
ner and the
to be pardoned for wanting some red the campaign, just as evident on
Hughes lad a plurality of 124,000.
"In my final estimate of the probhave been elected by 60,01e11 to 100,FOCYT THIs MORNING.
good, old Detnoerats with me."
Said Davveon When He Swore Out In greater New Yore, with 69 dis- able-outcome made last Thuradar T
election day.
460 majority. -The Republican conThe mayor was elated over Becktricts missing, Hearst bas a plurale marked lit' distriefri as fertile) ReWarrilint for Doe,
UnoMehti retutns from the First gressional candidates in each of the
ham's success. "Is this a joke you district give Beckham a majority of twelve Michigan districts have been
ty of 75,036. Hearst caerled all the publivan, Its as certain Democratic
are telling me?" he Inquired when 857 and Heger a majority of 1,074. elected and the Republicans will Pressed Bete een ('age and Shaft
Today Dan Dawson swore out a boroughs of the greater city., de- and 5ti doubtful. Of those so far
and Cmshed--Remosed to Her
lite was told of Beckham's nomina- Hendricks carried It by 5.089.
warrant in Magistrate C. W. Emery's spite the fact that the early returns: heard from we have not lost one that
have a large majority. in the state
flonie--Wiii Recover Use,
tion. "Last night I thought he had
court for the arrest of Will Doe, col- seemed to Indicate that he had lost was merketi ileptiblican
Of the 5I
In MeCiacken county.with Clark's, legislature with the possibility of the
gone down with some of the other HendAn
ored, for breach of peace. They Brooklyn. Both Democrats and Re-i doubtful we have representatives
Ragland
precincts entire mem bersh tp.
and
good men and things that went down missing McCreaty nes 182 majority:
work at a restaurant and Dawson publicans are claiming victories from, from 20 showing that we carried 15
in the fight.
'of them and lost 5. Even should the
DIOMOCRATS CARRY IDAHO.
Hager has 90 and Hon. John K. HenMiss Linda Dulguide of West claims that Doe grabbed him by the the lieutenant governor dowel
other 38 break even it will be seen
"I am still for parks," he shouted dricks has 1,200.
Higgins
throat
threatened
and
cut
Two
his
to
years
governor
ago
Broadway. had her right foot crushGubernatorial
Republican
as the reporter left.
Candi- ed by the elevator at the Noah's Ark head off.
was elected on th e Republican tick- that our majority in the next house
will be 78. 1 expect the break will
date Runs Behind Ticket.
et by 80.560.
Tennemee Democratic.
"How about the water contract?"
store this morning at 11:30 o'clock.
be
in our favor rather than even."
Dakota,
North
Nasbville,
7.--Xnedlicial
Nov.
re"Well, I am for the people all the
There was some dontit expressed
fdtse Duiguid is a clerk in that store
Boise, Idaho. Nov. 7.—Stockslager,
Fargo, N. D.. Nov. 7.—Preliminary last night an to the fate of the DamSherman wired Speaker Cannon
time." he replied. "I was for the turns from 91 of the 96 counties in
and was on the elevator platform gothere is no queetion about the
contract but the people have limo- Tennessee give Patterson Democrat, Denmernt. for governor, has carried ing up when her foot, which pro- returns show that Fisk has been re- ocratic and
independence League
ken and their word is law, you 19.002 majority over Events. Repub- every district over Gooding. Republi- truded over the cellos of the elevator elected Judge of the state supreme tickets outside of Hearst, several next house being Republican by over
court over Neuf, the Republican nomlican. Democrlits elected the candi- can, who ran behled his ticket. Tha platform
know."
New York newspapers which have
""iii"")* outside of the twenty
caught at the second floor
inee. For governor, Series, 'Repubdate for railroad commissioner and a legislative ticket seem to be Repute
been supporting Hughei declaring districts which Sherman had classed
and was mashed. The elevator le an
managers still
lican, and the rod of the Repuirliesie
large majority of the stele legislat- liean. Republic-on
doutatul. He also wired Cannon
that there was a chance that the
open one and her foot was premed
The Mayoralty Bee.
•tey,
!..
ure. There is no change in the prea- claim Goodeng's election
Y
incrtkhodela
legrno
t!:
subordinate officers of the Democratbetween the platform of the elevaThe Democrats are elated ovei
th
whaitchthteheenittair4OVNneewd
Mit Tennessee delegation in congress
Independence
lc
and
League combitor and th; under side of the second
the results in the eity, and already
gram will he returned with the excepnation had been elected.
floor.
are priming for the election next
tern of 11'adsworte of. the ThirtyBark At Capital.
year, when a mayor Will be chosen.
In Brooklyn where Senator It Me- fourth district.
Dr. J. D. Robertson dressed the
Washington, Nov. 7.- -President
There is only one kind of a Injury and the young
WF.ATHER --. Generally fair
Last year, when the Republlians Roosevelt arrived
Carren made a fight against Hearst,
woman was
In Washington
The Deumeratic figures include
newspaper circulation statement
tonight and Thursday. No dewent in, a number of mayoraity bees from Oyster
the latter carried the borough by a
carried to her hcrne on West BroadBay. He was a000mAlabama, 9; Arkansas, 7: Louisiana.
that is earth sity..e.tesidderstion
change
teniperature.
cided
were frosted, but today the sunshine panieti from New York and as far as
probably
plurality,
small
way. The injury
4.000.
At
will incapacitate
anti that Is the .dally detailed
The highese temperature reached one time it seemed Hughes was sue- 7: Georgiat 11: Missiesippl, 9; Texas,'
of suet-ewe has cnree the bite and sev- West Philadelphia by Mrs. Douglas
her for work for some time.
statement. The Sun is the only
yesterday was 77 and the low,* eessful In Brooklyn but late rehires Id; Florida, 3; Virginia, 9; a total
eral athiranta alo! "oonsIdering." The Robinson, the president's sister. SecPaducah papier printing such a
of 71. The Democrats have Reeled
was 13.
today
Indications are for a lively sprint for retary Loeb also rieurned with the
all stronkly favored the Democratic one &Istria
statement.
It sometimes happens that a $400(4
its Maryland, one in New
president. The trip was without intares conscience does not prevent
Jersey abd the Republican* two in
(Continued on page folio)
cident.
him from aeciinuilatIng Motley.
(Continued ou page four.)
Kentucky.

_.TWOiN OLD COMMONWEALTH-

UNDER TREE

1

N'LWK IN NUT SHELL.
City touncil Democratic on 7'
joint ballot • Counill goes, n
Met of New Year.
Demouratk• rity ticket elected
by ninjoritito of 130 to 250.
Water contract lost.
Park hoods defeated.
Beckham cowrie. Mate.
Hager carries %tale.
Hugh... heat. Hearst.
•(
Ntnewre
llusust liht..iiilatzlakn
*. by

HOCH WINS

IN ELEVATOR

•

11"`t

T..7,771s

--

eat-

Ms

Stoss.

wis

TIM PADtirA Tr AVENING SUN
tor

Pieta: TWO
eleM1111/

ENGLAND VOTES 4
RESIGNS OFFICE
AT NO SET TIME
IN SCHOOL BOARD
Pitcher Succeeded When Parliament Fails Goyernmeut Election Is Held.
By Mr. Frank B. May.

Secretary

"I WAS A VICTIM OF
STOMACH TROUBLE"

etiORT

SESSION

%..*14.1

LAST

Fill

NIGHT STATItent's

OF

WEDNESDAY, NO V. 7
Seinford II. Iiicaby'.
Ye Bright and Merry '
WM.

7. When a
Nov.
Washington
majority of the bowie of commons
a splendid remedy. I know (bat it cures stomach
no longer sustains the government,
Signed: MRS. FRANK WINALKY,
trouble.
10a Capitol Ave.. ledianapolisi. lad.
command
cannot
ministry
when the
enough votes to pass the iltaiu they
Can You Eat and Enjoy a Hearty Neal?
prostate and carry out their lturns
Three ttustees. Pitcher. Morris the *Maly parliament Ad ts.
If not. then YOU salad Cooper's New Discovery. It builds
up the gastric lateens:of the stomach. so that food digests
and Dans were ateent. itece- Trus- cabinet resigns, a new ,
lastead of fermenting, and the blood receiving pure nom.
Hie-Sent:met. Gellman. ter is appointed and a new r.tees Byrd
lahment frees the digested food, instead of the poisonous
Walston, la ordered by "the clerk of
Fetter, WiLlarnson. Lige
said from food whnill has fermented. strengthens every Organ of the body ihrourb whlih it flows.
Troutman and Raines answered the crown.- a permanent official wt,
Machinelection
the
of
charge
has
roll tall.
PURE BLOOD IS THE LIFE.
political (*Meats
Secretary Pitt her handed in his ery and supervises
COOPER'S NEW DISCOVERY
of
resignation. through President Wil- at the polls. The -present clerk
Muir-Mae
Kenneth
is kr
MAKES PURE BLOOD.
liamson, as secretary of the board. the (sown
kensie, who has held the office fHe In abeent from the city and probCooper's New Discovery Costs 11.00 per botyears. He is supposed to re,
ably will he for the rest of his term!many
tle; six for $5.00, Cooper's Quick Relief, the
s.
the
protecting
in
king
The
reeemt
remedy, costs 50c. per bottle. Buy
assistant
to
Mr. Frank B. May was elected
cred suffrages of his people. He pt.
from the dealer whose name appears below, or
the office of -ecrisary. Mr. Beckenwhere we have no dealer send the price direct
pa.-es and publishes writs and sumbash was another nominee.
to the Cooper'medicine Co., Dayton, Ohio, and
monses to newly created peers.naakes
the niedicines will be forwarded to you charges
Miss Floyd s:ft was elected as a
out the appoiataiesthi and commispre paid.
regular teacher to the second grade
Mrs. WUALEY.
sions for newly created officials and
sucto
Imeiling,
Washington
of the
fur all commissioners appointed by,
ceed MIsa Lora Brandon. who rethe king. He prepares and publishes'
signed es account of bad health.
majesty:
all proclamations by his
A hell was purchased for the Mc- when there is a vacancy in the
Kinley blil'tilng for 5110 The bell house of commons be is informed of
used to he on the steamer Charles- the fact and immediately, or at his
ton. In his report the seperintentl- convenience, calls a new election. Afent said there was a sorplu4 of ter the votes are polled' and counted
schen; children over the facilities at he A officielysle_fortned of the re-1
---to
ten* to esni-Torribisits—,—ettougl
set: be receives all the- returns—a—WI'
another five-room building.
has the custody of the ballots, poll
i
morellaneous -books and registration lists. In adThe pay rol:s and
' t'st teport ot dition to these duties he keeps a
hills were allowed
'01 ItT las Hass It ,
the superinterelent of losIdings.Fred ,record of laws that have passed par- sUPIttene
WAS tilt Of' KENTI chi,
Royer, bhowed many minor repairs:liament, makes out warrants and all
made Iii the different buildings.
'other documents requiring the sigSuperintendent Lleb said the 'fur- nature of the king and the impress
the of the great seal.
niture honse had not shipped
Jai Cot OM,cm :11611 Chit'
ill Bridge
leristod Alone.
desks for the metetisrg room of the !
Company Case Insohing
trustees In the Washington building i For some reason or other the clerk
Taxes.
The price of desks has advanced and jof the crown issues the calls for
the thanufactareni ewaited instrue- 'election In England, Scotland , and
Cops to ship at the advanced price. Wales (trey, The writs for Ireland
Washington, Nov. 7.—The came of
chancellor
It was brought but last night that are issued by the lord
the Covington and Citiminuati Bridge
the city has no way, aecording to and privy council at Dublin, who
conipay vs. S. W. Hager, from the
Its jurfges, to punish small offendluse time king's name in the same way.
A demonstrator rf note from New York, is
eastern district of Kentucky, the
ere Both Judge Purymer and Judge' There are 542 parliamentary diie
Culled States supreme court today
here for the express purpose of explaining
Lightfoot have refused to take se-kriets In Great Britain, which, with
modified the Judgment dismissing tie j
tion In the ease of snrial boys who'the 101 In Ireland. return 643 memR.V sTrLES to - you
the mdrits of I?
bills, so as to show that the case wus
have damaged the school property. bers of the house of commons.
dismissed for want of Juri-riiction,
have concluded that
We
end your friends.
;
Returns of parliamentary elecand thus modified the Judgment is afthere is no better way we can serve our cus114.73—N.. C. & St. L. Ity.-111.73 tions are made by the mayors of firmed
To Nashville. Tenn., and Reams. eilles and 'sheriffs- of boroughs to
The ease was brought by the bridge
tomers, front the viewpoint--Of styleg, as well
Tickets on sale Nov. 10 and 11. the clerk of the crown, who eert;- company to cornpei Hager to ,ssue
to return November IS. 1906.
fles them to the king and files them his warrant .in the state treastury for
as the point of comfort. It is not our purD .1. MULLANY. Agt..
away among his archives. The poll franchise Lasef upon the ground that
City Ticket Office, 430 Broadway. bopks and helots are kept for a
pose or the purpose of Mrs. Greatrix to urge
,it levied a burcItn on the interstate
E S. BURNHAM, Agt
dethen
are
year and a day, and
commerce business of the bridge
you to purchase. hut to acquaint you with
Norton Skeet Depot.
stroyed unless a contest should re- .company. Hager challenged the jurROY M. PRATHER. Tieket Agt..
the proper model and mode of adjustment for
quire their further preservation. The isdiction of the court to entertain th,
certificates and returns are kept per- action earl the supreme court now
producing the best possible outlines from
Manently. The files of the office ot holds this correct.
DELROY
your form. Our aim is to pave the way full
,the clerk of the brown extend back
**We deem it, settled beyond rontroto the year 1275. and contain the versy," says the court, "until congress
Fittings free.
early before your corset nPed
'certificate of every man elected to shall otherwise provide, that c:rcuit
parliament since that date.
courts of the United Wiens have nol
The population of the Cnited power to issue a writ of mandamus iu
z
Kingdom is 43.217,6147, which fur- an original action brought for the,
nished 7.056,702 voters at the late purpose of securing relief by the writ, I
, electinn. The government pays the And this result is not ehan06641 be'cost of holding the election, which cause the relief sought concerns an
amounts to shout /1,400,060. The alleged right secured by the cousti
temCLOPECO SHRUNK
i
,,zem ,
I C''1 ff.,t YU%
snort,r.
private expenses of candidates vary tution pf the United States." •
(III- IT PI \Ft( of o) &(0
according to the conetiteenclea, hut
• i .. ,• . • N+ ...,111 allallia.,
0.11041.1palatidlYNYSEIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY
are very much larger than in the
Vetted States. The aggregate
WIPeelk
pensee of the candidates for peril- CtiOltrat eel Fly
FACTORIEs
Big Illsiner.•
intent In Eng:and at R general elec.lion are esttmated as high as 27.William W-hits. esy pest house
000.000.
j II:very profession and oceupat:on keeper. was Su years oTiT yesterday
you can imagine, every social at rat- and gave a dinner In bonrir of the;
urn,, every shade of political and re- event at hi* home, 1915 Wen BroadItgloueseednittina, is represimaled_ In way. Among those present were
the house of commons, but
what May-er D. A. Yeiser. C5V74-sof Poltriy
strikes the attention of the Ameri- linnes Collins A. W. Oyler aad !Ilene
hers of the faintly. It wee one of
can observer Mat forcibly Is the corn
the jollier atel best dinners Mayor
Lahnr statistics show thst we pay the
iteratively small number of lawyers.
lugisest wages to shoemakers in St. Louis
Yelses and Chief Collins ever enThe members of that profession ell
—because we requite the best vrorkmenJo ed.
four-fifths of the seats TO our conrhip there its
gress and state legislatures. hut is
This means that we get .'sir pick of
The 'average man kmywa so attic
tbz best isorkers—and we rind that the
than one-fifth of the seats of et the
beet is the cheapest in the emi.
about what he is voting for that It
British holism of commons.
The cnrribinatien af tlie finest workmanship with the ideal amortise;
makes him crazy mad if he has to
There Is no official publication In
and greeting ef leather (made pcseible by our making many einem nf
It.
explain
OLD EYES MADE YOUNG Kngland like our Congregational Dishoed) has revisited In our making more fine times than any other
lists.: in the West.
rectory, but a nurtiner of manuals
One of the disappointing things
In oor drew shoes 1owne3.50 to $'i.(10 you will find the lesthei ad the
We can't give you new eyes,
and registers of a seshi-offielal charAricq tAtore. the lasts, the very latest and beet fitting and the
about marrying for money is how
but we can make your ititi +-n..
acter, containing personal and leortmanship-the highest grade.
as maid at; new with a
par- much' there Isn't.
information concerning
our carefully-lit-tee Glasliament are issued by private par14110ND &PAU,.
j.
wea
oua
t
et
p
Later on you may have an opporWe understand Eyties.
tunity to walk Oft lie pavements
Glasses our business t
made of your good intentions.
one with the other.
During the courtship the young
Iff MOE MOH 17NE $11013 TH4N ANY OM& HOII.SE
man gazes Into a girl's soulful eyes
Let iii. help you see as
When a woman asks a man how
and admitee her elmnles, but he is old he thinks she Is, he
used to see—possibly as
is justified
apt to overlook her ehtn.
never saw.
not giving voice to his real thoughts.
ti
•
A man seldom works as hard at
''''
i•
It doesn't take
very smart man
-"••:
beany other time as he dote just
EYES EXAMINED FREE
It) guess the rest of a story after a
!)IAMOND BgAND: StiOE
fore he goes on bee vaeatton or just woman has told one-thIrd of it.
after he retnrns.

seisms issi t ss, being tompoeed of
mere are human and the meeting of
'that board la-1 n:ght was rushed
through so the member% could some
down town to hear the elect on re-

WEST
Ho
BIG JUBILEE

MINSTRELS
40

TEM LOOPER HEDICINI9co..
-esenesisse—For years I have been d victim of
stomach tioabla. Evers thhig t atm alai/need with not
aad I th.1 sot seen to darting way nosnakwessit or,
strength from my food.
When I began taking Cooper's New Discovery. tont
- not expect the results would' be diffseset front all the
other medicines I had aped.but before tappecond bottle
trace et ley ailment had disaPIPelltud
was SOU.,
and I could eat and mono's hearty meal. end am gain•
is strength and Raab. Cooper's New Discoyery is

SUFFRAGES

AND NIGH f

RoTH PHDNES 5 BC

"Two Bottles of Cooper's New
Discovery Cured Me" Writes
Mrs. Frank Whaley of 1021
Capitol Ave.,Indianapolis,Ind.

1,lch Slays Children tor Whom tlerk of the Crown feeder's the Naand Has
tional Els-ction
There
Change of It.
New Building.
liti.41111

MATINEE
THEKENTUCKY IIMATI

40

THE
LTS OFLD
I GEH
LR
BRIGHT
IsT

THE SHOW WHERE EXCLUSIVENESS AND NOVELTY PREDOMINATE

FEATURING

Singers

Geo. Van, Dick Mitchell
James Cantwell, Wayne G. Christy,
Wm. Renaud, Fred DeForest, Billy Graham, C. VauNustrand

THE BATTLESFPFP FOUR'
A Gorgeous Spectstettlar Scent' I

MOONLIGHT ON THE SUWANEE
$1, 75c, 50C, 351', '25c. Prices matinee, 25e, all
seats. Seats on sale Tuesday We. m.

.12 Noon
Grand Street Demonstration at

'r

•

,
•

•

TRADE MARK

•

Slighlifi-STATE

"The World's Best Shoe
./i H'omen."

I

Can imitate a FOSTER Shoe style,
but without a FOSTER last, which is
the result of half a
century's ca reful
study of the true
proportions of the
human fooi;1 FOS
TER tit is impossibte. Just call and try
on a Foster and you
will understand.
4

'

COCHR.AN 8110E CO.
408 Broadway.
l',Iii.`+'ells drootber—Thrit's fluality."
ViNNIMINg

I'

"Seeing the Southwest"

EXCURSIONS
Doubtiess you have heard of the Bumper Crops which have
lets, raised thus year in Arkansas. Louisiana. Oklahoma, Indian
Have you compared them
Territory, Texas and New Mexien
with results obtained in your section? Is your work where you
are, bringing you adequate returns for the capital invested and the
labor expended? If not, a change would be beneficial perihelia. A
visit to the Southwest will open your eyes. Out In Oklahoma Ds
lest big land opentng Is soon to take place, farms are still
cheap in Western Arkansas, Northern LOuislana and the Cult
Coast of Taus. Let, os glee you full information about these
sections. You will went to see them after you have examined Our
IIIIIIIITAIell literature

4

L. B. Ogilvie

VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN TRIP
to southwestern points tiret abeldbird Tuesdays each month
1 a tlitIll/M, Ant Ste. Pass. last Frets
lit Luc IS.. Pees. Wit, Iseli Island,
Ilenne, Tin.
LiMe eirt. Art
Paul S. NA'une-cr, Tray.. Pnesse. deist.

Co.

-- PRISCO *LINES
ROCK ISLAND 111•,'Irensi.
l'eneitss.

rARROW

Gentlemen's

_

t

NO coAL "RANK

-,

With

Diamond Brand
Dress Shoes

••

STEINFELO OPTICAL CO.
Optical flaadqaarfers of Paducah:
609 IIROADWAY

Nuking Mothers and Malaria.
For about a week before election
The Old Standard Grove's Tastethe plain voter has on idea, Which hr less Chill Tonic drives out malaria
gets from the talent/St Waiters, that and builds up the system. Sold by all
kite Is a-Attlee et-a.
deafen for -VV7eart Price 50 cents.
•

. ...

•

411•11111••••-..-

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the new
while it is. news. -

.

ANY CLEVER
SHOEMAKER

W. B. MPHERSON

Mrs. Greatrix

Comedians

Bros.
Bradley
•
Telephone 339

Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question Is:
Who's the best to see? Ask your nerhbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
.
1.31t Mouth !Fourth
3215 Kdritulzky Ave.
13.3tt, Plumose .201

es

TOBACCO MERGER 117011 SCHOLARSHIP
BDEFITED ALL AND DEPORTMENT

Friend of Sick Women

•

Said President Duke l'pon Awl For Each Pupils Receive
Examination.
Special Mention.
Smocks and Sends Not 4ect-0411re Honorary I.hit Last Months in High
and Good Security (diem In
tielloot Is Larger Than for
Mouth/it/lees.
stepientbe:-.

SIERDER

WAS

KEPT

SECRET. P t RENTS

teK ED

TO

ASSIST

Newark, N. J., Nuv. 7.-- The trial
The High school faculty bee preof the suit b:ought by Richard T. pared a list of honorary pupils, reI)aaa, as adminietrator of the e.-tate ceiving special ntetelou for excellenof Richard F. Deem to eet aside tbo cy in scholarship and deportment.
merger of the original Aniericau To- The !1st is 'longer thau the drat
bacco company. the Consolidated To- month showing that the practice of
bar
company and the Continental publishing the list,
urges pupils to
Tobecco compapy was resumed bedo their best.
fore Vice-Chancellor Pitney. James
For scholarship and deportment:
B. Duke, the prealdenCof the Auteirl.
' Annabel Acker, Jewett Ackets May
can Tobacco cosupsey testified in reBonds Ruth Bell, Mary Bondurant.
gard to the merger of the threo cone
Mary Caye Virgiuia Gilbert. KathPenies and alleged that everybody von
leen Gar row, Isabella Griffith, Eleacorned was benefited by it
nor Hock, Lucile Barth. Virginia
Mr. Duke's statement that
the
Holland
Hank, lieoPauline
merger .had benedted everyooe was
Karnes Bessie Lane, Nell Piper. \:
answered during croie-examinalluo
to this questieu by the vice-chancel- dred Piper, Achille Pritchett, Eunise
lor: "I haps4t was not a scheme to Robertsoa, Ellen Rutter, Eureka RuMarguerite
Boat stock oat the market for more dolph, Saidee Smith
Schwab, Grace Schuh.
Kate Steluthee it worth."
Mr. Duke said further that the hauer Essie Smith. Minnie ThIxton.
*lecke and beads of the merger coin - Helen Thompson, Ella Wilhelm, lai
pally were not speculative and that elle Wei!, Marion Williamson, Mary
when the merger was announced the Wheeler; Elizabeth Weenier, R. J.
bondholders we
given a larger Barham, Chy Leigh, Bell Nichols,
For deportment:
amount of security than they
had
Vera Smith, Clore Smith, Eleano:
paid for. To the 4 per cent. bonds,
he Said. $1,6041.,000 yearly was add- Cabel:, Elice Coleman,
Mar.
ed. The court then asked: "Wasn't Coletuan, •Ifffie Jones, Marjorie %Los
preferred stock affected prior to the men, Jessie Parkin, Robert Fish*:
actual disclosure of the merger'"
George Katterjohn, George Raw
To this Mr. Duke replied. -The
C:yde Torrenee.
merger was kept iseoret until anaisuuc
For scholarship•
ed Publicly to all the world "
Vera Davis. Aimee _Dreyfue.. .1
SO- fide; on----direet Weans-hie- nahney „Mtrjorte ?Mite. 'Mar).
the), Mr. liuke described the Consol- coy. Ethel Hawkins, Clara Thetup-1
listed company as a holding cent.
- sou, Harry Burnham. elward Cave,
ParlY, with a cash capital Invested Gus Elliott, Mike Galliger. Felix St.!
osteide of $4.0.4100:i0t). The Coati- John.
nattetal company, he said, wade (-hewWhen we send report% for thy .
ing tobacco and the American smok- month's
work home to parents /hYl
ing tobacco
Witness said that it Pupil! the
mothers and fatherly do t
was .mposeible to readjust the afnot always see them, the ,eupei
fairs of the compato and he consider*gulag them." Principal Payne ed it Impractical:14e to sepers.te. the
"and far Gals reason sozeY peens are
IltOtIC)s inveated by each concuss Nibnet doing work they are elapable of.
eloquent to the merger.
We would like to have „Parents Insist on seeing their tildren's reHIS ItUg
ptiorteleaeb aselitb. it • ill ail ns insecva4egAiglEmAggglbsersiati
be tw
Misseed ?sr Ohio RA/Ivey 'Hoff ('kit.
for the pupils."
Itinu.441.
Canon City. Col., Mir. J.— nervy
L. Brown, a railway midi Clerk on be
Florence and Cripple Creek line, fatally Moe himself through the heed
totlay bet-sure he had messed his run
and rowed the loss rie his' position.
Brown is the soi of J M. Flrown, a
high official in 'he Pc Feelinfie dpertmeat at Washington, and 'Nees 29
years GI51. He was a veteran of the
Philippine campaign
enlistitg In
cumpans D. Twooty-hiath infantry.
at Dayton, 0. HI:t home Wtti at Roseville, Ohio.
•
Predicted Her Owe Death.
Marion, O., Nov. 7.--:4ri. Mollie
Waite. aged 47. koown as Madame
Zula, palmist, whose reclaims were
shipped to Coehoctoin today, predicted her own death Several weeks alto
she named tSe day end almoet the
beer when Wei would die.
WHY SO WEAK?

Strange, that some sick women
still hold off, from trying a medicine
that half a century of use has proven
of exceptional value in the treatment
of female disease!
Strange that EVERY sick woman
who has heard of it—Wine of Cardui
—should not fly to the nearest drugstore and try a bottle.
So, in order that you, who doubt,
doubcno longer, but be convinc.J. DONALDSON,
ed by the testimony of a sister wo,
Captain Sabath:is Army,
man,—Mrs. Donaldson, the wellJonesboro, Ark.
known Salvation Army worker,—a
friend to all sick women, the followil unsolicited letter from her
Is published, for you to read and po der:J esboro, Ark„ July 13, 1906.
For about eight years ave been a walking advertisement
for Wine of Cardui. In 189 and 1896 I suffered much with female
,limbs would swell until great ridges
trouble and irregularity. -AR)
shoes. I was weak, with scarcely energy
would form, out over
enough to do house ork at all.
Having reap'/much of the merits of Wine of Cardui for female
complaint, I deçied to try ,it and after taking 2 bottles was never
troubled agai
Two years ago, I gave birth to an 8)4 pound baby girl and
was only in labor half an hour.

Kidney Troubles May Be Sapping
Gets Hig Job fluildIng Snuff Factory
Your Lae Away—Paducah Peoat Clarksville,
ple Have Learned This
Fact.
Contractor Weikel has summed the
contract for the brick work on the
When a healthy man or woman
snuff factory to be built et
begins to run down withnut appar•
Teen., ft,fr the emetic:ere Snuff
ent cause, becomes weak, languid, company. The
brick "rolls will he
depressed, suffers backache, _dizzy started within ten days The build*Polls and urinary disorders, look to, ing is one hurdred feet wide, two
the kidneys for the cause-of It all. hundred feet lone and four stories
Keep the kidneys well and they will high. The contract price of this
keep yciu well. Doan's Kidney Pitts building Is $90.000.
cure sick kidneys and keep them
well. Here is kaducat testimony to
Wife!' DIveree Theses".
prove It.
Sandusky. 0., or. 7.— Mrs. CaroJ. B. Rbark, of 1027 South Fifth line White wife of Charles A. White.
street, Paducah, says: "I do not the local representative of several inwant it understood that Doan's Kid- surance oempanies. loth** iil,d at petiney Pills, procured at Alvey & List's tion for divorce, Magog neglect of
drug store, have radically cured me ditty and failure to provide for herof attacks of backache, but I have self and child for Vie pest PO /soothe
been benefited incalculably by tht She says he left her October 2, The
treatment. I never expect to be free petition reused a esneation ae White
tram kidney complaint, for I have was considered an exernp`ary citizen
suffered excruciatingly when the at- said his business aid home affairs
tacks were at their height. I could were thought to be in first-close shaPe
noes stoop without pain: could not For this reason reports of his disapstraighten after stooping without potence were discredited.
to
twinges and often was unable
turn In bed without actually groan"
The Owe iAiT, Whew
, lug. Any remissly width gives the
Fulton. Ky., Nov. 7.--The hottest
relief that Dan's Kidney Pills have election in this city was for councilgiven to me deserve the endorsement men,..the cow law being the issue.
Chowning, Hubbard and Browder
of She public." "•
Iflor sale by all dealers. Price 60 were elected by a big n zjority, they
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo. being In favor of the cow ordinance.
New York sole agents for the United
The easiest way to prepare a quick
States.
Itanievater the same — Doan's —1 breakfast Is to life Mrs. Austieli Pancake dour.
and take no other.

AT
ALL
DRUGGISTS

Woman's Relief

TRY CARDUI WASH (Antiseptic) FREE
DeKalb. III., Jan. 2, 1906.

Kansas City, Nov. 7 -The Kaneas
City court of appeals today der- •
that., osmoses aegligence did not .
etnpt ii street ear company from ha Willy. The decision was give- r
ease of A. Cole, who was
from a wagonload of coal by a street
ear. The erldeace showed both Cole
and the moknellian were negligent,
but the coart ruled Cole's negligence
In no way freed the ear company freni

l,
ONTRWTOR

of,

Mamma Was Almost Crazy.

Kaasas City Court of Appeals Slakes,
Ruling Regarding Negligence.

"The fact." says the court, "tbs.,
person may be strong enough to over •
coma all others In a physieal routes:
gives hint no right to force them to
keep out of his way, and when be
urea the strong band he becomes liable for the Injuries to others "

di

TCARDIJI

TRY
A $1.00
BOTTLE

CAR COMP \NT IS HELD LI.‘111.1.

This spring I gave birth to a 10 pound boy: was only in
I
r half an hour. I took Cardui during pregnancy both times, and
am sure I owe my easy time to it, It is a real God-send to suffering women.
During change of life, four years ago, my mother, Mrs. G,
W. Wadsworth i nearly died. She had from 16 to 24 cramping or
sinking spells during a day and night, and many times we laid her
down foridead. At last I persuaded her to take Wine of Cardui
and Thedford's Black-Draught, which cured ner.
In DeKalb, Ill., when I was in charge of the Army work
there a young woman had taken cold
a n d was irregular for six months.
I recommended Cardul and after taking 3 bottles, she was entirely well.
(See Miss Upson's letter below).
These are only a 'few instances
where your medicine has been a real
God-send to sick women. I am continually recommending it to others.
Praying God to abundantly bless
you,
MRS. G. W. WADSWORTH,
I remain,
Mother ot MRS. J. DONALDSOO

(FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS IN 50 CENT BOXES)

I am very much pleased to sit down and
write you how much 1 thank God and you. for
Wine of Cardul.

It saved my Me, and 1 will

never be through praising God for It.

Every lady may obtain a FREE TRIAL PACKAGE (sent by
mail prepaid) of CARDUI WASH, the ladies' new antiseptic treatment for all local troubles, by simply filling out coupon and mailing it tc

I was

THE CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE CO.,
Dept. A., Chattanooga, Tenn.

very sick with fever and never got over it, Just
right.

1 was weak and hardly able to get up.

and for six months 1 was in bad shape.

I was

pale and whIte, and the best doctor in DeKalb

Please send rue by mail prepaid a Free Trial Package cf
'ARDU1 WASH (Antiseptic) for ladies.

gave me up and said I would not get well.
Mamma was almost crazy to think of it.

MISS HAZEL EPSON,
Dekalb, 111.

At

last on the adv.,ce of a lady friend, (Mrs-

Name
St. or R. F. D.

J. Donaldson. see letter above) Mamma gave

me Wine of Cardui and after 1 had taken three
bottles. I Came at-Lund and began to get well right off. Nov 1 am feeling well and getHAZEL UPSON.
tins fat. Mamma and I are no thankful for Cardul.

Postoffice
H. H.-5

State

120.00 Hound
Trip

From Louisville to
TAMPA.
.
PUNTA ()OHBA, ST. PETERSBURG, _
ORLANDO,
And Many Other Points le
FLORIDA
Via.
SOUTHERN MAMMAS
and
QUEEN AND CRESCENT Rot
November 20th,

Shin Bosoms Starched Right

AN EXCELLENT STAFF

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.

Vor declining years Is a good substantls1 savings account, built up during the money earrilog period.
Deposit part of your earnings weekly or monthly
In this bank, and at 4 per cent. compounded semiannually you will soon have a snug sum to flit back
upon.

Ake Low Horneseekers' Rate- coi
Noilimber 6th and 20th to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, goat*,
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama, G{
gia, Florida, Texas, Indian Terr•
ry. Oklahoma Territory, Kansas, Se.
braska and Colorado.
Tickets first-class, allowing liberal
stop-overs in each direction and good
returning within thirty days•
For illustrated literature and complete information call on or address!
Both Phones200. 120 North Fourth St.
A. R. COOK City Passenger & Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street,Lonts
Ansonnummammumang
ville, Ky.
C. H. HTINGERFORD, District Paspremisee to ref the Place ea rodents
lila% kill TWO.
senger Agent, 234 Fourth Street,
Louisville, Ky.
Carne, III., Nov. 7.-- Joseph Hun and it is thought the latter dragro
.1. G. BEAM, JR.„Asst. Geri. Passen- singer, aged 74, and Emily Hunan- Isolate of the powder into the me
ger Agent. St. Louis, Missouri.
at chest.
e'er aged 70, his wife, are dead
their home, west of this city. YesLarge numbers of artisans and la- terday mush and milk was eaten for ,A woman Leeds a fui opera
borers are reported to be leaving supper. Mew Hunsinger hire vio- whether there la any opera or n' '
When a Voisin buy* a het she
New 7eia1and for San Francisco, be- lently ill, dying at 10 o'clock. Thia
ing attracted by reports of high afterboon the husband died. Some seems to be afraid it might look like
wage*.
rat poison had been set about the one. 41"

Begin today.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

221 Broadway

111111111111.1111011111111mmaeope
Guy Nance.

1,ee Nance, Jr.

M.

NRTICe,

White Alabutwao• far Sick sad Inlarad Only.

OUY NANCE eic SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

iNerow Pshcirses3.34.
Irod FlItstsriss est:044
Opors Iley eared Night.
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BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
AFTERNOON AND

411,

IPP111 PIIIVWCARBI INVENISIN SEM
were ia doubt, end When it comes to
a wetter of rogueing motley, the natural course ls, wheu vu doubt vote

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7.

CLEAN SWEEP IS
MADE IN COUNTRY

troller, attorney Otters] and pedalbly sticrestery of state will be Demoelate,

E. REHKOPF ABSENT
NO MEETING HELD

.mamsksimrsommmsmnumwsmag4,

Choker la Pleased.
PADUCAH IS HONORED.
London, Nov. 7. -Richard Croker
The nomination of Attotney John
former chieftlan of Tammeny ball,
K. Hendrick for tortoroey
general,
today expressed his satisfaction at
and the splendid race he made, are
((nutinued fries' page one.)
the defeat of Hearst. He hinted Crwtitors Expect Session On
gratifying to all Pailucettans, realso he believes a change in the
gardlese of party aftikatIons, and be candidate.
Friday Horning.
leadership in the Democratic Imlay
has beeu a busy man all day receivHearst has twee given a majority
HIS house presents the unusual service of
ing congratulations. The city, *e of nearly 70,040 in Manhattan and in New York is needed.
county and the district gave him a the Bronx. Queens county, which infinest hat qualities coupled with excepPi•esitlent
Defissict,Haddiery ComCsiliforuia Repuldkan.
handsome majority, and Louisville. cludes Long !need City, has gone
pany Lett cis) sunday for
San
Francisco,
tional
Nov 7 -Republimodest price.
Lealugten, and all parts of tb• state for Hearst by' 6701:10 to 8,000 and
Sfetnettite
cans elected the entire state ticket,
coati ibuted generously. Mr. Hendrick Richmond (Staten Island)
also has
eight congressmen and the legislahas aiwitys been a faithful and ener- given the Democratic candidate
a
ture.
getic worker for his party. He serv- plurality.
ed as eonaresivinen from this district
%EDITORS WANT SCHEDULE.
wax generally expected
As it
Democrats in Mbegeoure
Ulke terzu, and made a good_ehowitig
Hearst showed hls greatest strength
St. Louis, Nov. 7.---Missouri Is in
iu the race against Beckham for the
In the cities throughout the state
doubt, but
Democratic nomination three years
probably
Democratic.
and took out of the Republican colThe man who wears our two
Tbe creditors and trustee of the
Demotiats apparently elected 12 of
ago. His withdrawal on the eve of
umn a number of the more importH. Rehkopf Saddlery company expect
dollar hat need not apologize,
the election, when his chances seemed
16 coagreasmen, regaining seven
ant municipalities. Among the cities
to meet Friday morulug to have the
very good, was the surprise of elm
districts lost two years ago.
figuratively speaking, to the
'
which gave Hearst a plurality were;
schedule of anomie
liabilities
and
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7.
canoraigu. The attorney generalehip
Rochester,
Buffalo.
man who has paid a dollar
Utica,
Troy, ElThis will be done provided
a
carries with it a salary o4 15.000 a
mira, Rome, Little Falls and JohnsMr. E. Rehkopt returns to the city.
C1R4JXLATION STATEMENT.
more elsewhere.
ear.
Sunday Mr. lbehkopf left the city
town.
for Memphis and bas not been heard
Hughes did not gain a single city
October-Igee.
THE SUN AHEAD, AS USUAL.
1
.39s9
from since. The law gays that no
17
The Republican ticket was general.,
3932
The SUM, as usual, had the Oral
2
.3891
3935
18
dividend to creditors can be issued
successful but sustained set-ions lossand moat complete returee of the
3
.3963
19
4133
until a schedule of assets and liabiliSyracuse,
in
es
Amsterdam
,
Ithaca,
4
.3963
20
3933 election, aed the greatest crowd to Watertown
ties is filed. It is provided that in
and
Plattsburg
.
rectiae
thine
By 7 o'clock all the
6
.3986
22
4476
case the bankrupt does not file it
Judiciary Ticket Beaten.
f('tostinuell frees page war.)
6
.3980
The Hawes Hat, with all the
23
4490 city returne from the primary were
himself, the court or the trustee may
Great interest (*entered here
In
.3962
24
4536 in, and by 8 o'clock enough of the
distingu
ishing marks of highorder
gotten
one
up. It Is much pre9
.3955
25
4032 county returns to indicate that Mc- New York in the campaign waged the nomination, which will no doubt
ferable,ho
wevereo
have
bankrupt
the
10
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service
or capable clerks (not
was made
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If you enjoy delicious, crispy brown
suitable for S.
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for
who
life.
Third.
writes,
Mrs.
Phone
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Koger
Pancakes,
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tri
Mrs. Auntie's.
ter to Detective T. 1. Moore. The
I "leapt make It a rule to say just
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
and
fills
the
elected
order at appointed
WANTED-Experienced cook for
active president: Mrs. John
man killed was
ho Murray, of
what 1 think.
for fore stone side wire tires, the
-Fire sale of wall paper. Kelly L. Webb first vice president; Mrs.
ileien-Yon'm not much of a talker, general house work 1145 Broadway. best rubber tires made.
Mayfield.
WANTED
MaryBurnett. second
-Good boy to do house
vice presiare yes?
-Dr. Gilbert, steopath, 400 1-2 & Unabaugh. All papers at half
FOR SALE- OR TRADE- 0r work. Apply at The Sun office.
price, 321 Kentucky avenue. Phone dent: Mrs. William T
Anderson.
Broadway. Phone 196.
eery doing a business of $3,0041
la a Wes.
WANTErs-White girl for general
third vice president; Mrs. William
645.
monthly, clean stock. Good
-.A reward of $100 has been ofbrick
house work. Ole phone 2282.
J. Gilbert. recording secretary; Miss
--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
house, concrete floor, will be rented
fered for the arrest of Bug Haden,
Mary
K.
Sowell,
corresponding
FOR SALE-A large tent. Apply to purchaser. Will trade for farm.
sec-If you desire to 3,11Te z ce3t.s a
colored who escaped day before yesbushel, piece your coal orders be- retary; Miss Kathleen
1001 North Sixth.
Address A. B. C., care The Sun
Whitefield,
terday from the Eddyville state pesClews
oPeu
fore Novemeer lit with Bradley treasurer; Miss Susie Thompson. cusCONTRACTOR WEIKEL-Masoe
FOR SALE -Wood stave heater
Dec.
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eta.
Brothers. Phone 339.
todian: MTS. Louise Maxwell, history and concrete work • spa-laity.
cheap. Old phooe
May
711%
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-Something new under the sun
-Our bushels of coal are no larger rian.
tete
Mrs. Koger called the officers Core-Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490.
-FearRENT -Store house
with
Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R. than other dealers who give 76
to meet with her on Wednesday, NoDec.
dwelling
434
43%
over, 11011 South Third. Ap- Residence phone 1237. Prompt at.
pounds to the bushel, but no dealer
D. Clements & Co.
tentiou to all estimate'.
vember 14, at 10 a, m. to plan for
43%
43%
ply to 705 Kentucky avenue,
Ma)'*
-Mrs. Phoebe Elliott, of Harmo- will give more than we do for your
chapter work.
FOR RENT Five room cottage in
money. Phone 939 Bradley Brow
Oats-FOR RENT- Nloe front room with
ny, hid., wrote Mayor Yeiser today
The regular December meeting of
-Five hundred score cards for
good condition, 624 Hushands street,
Dec.
31,4
34 14
or
without
boael.
Apply
726
asrng for information
Jefferconcerning
sale at 'Th• Sun office-twenty-five the chapter will be with Miss Mary Poirk-•
414 per month and water furnished.
son.
tb whereabouts of her son. Charles
IV Sowell on West Broadway,
Jan.
cents each.
14.e2 13.97
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Building.
Elliott. a newspaper artist who left
WE
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Fireman's Rubber
--Score cards for the game Flee
Telephone 127. '
CottenBoots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Cierinnate O.. June 14, 1906. She
Hundred for sale at The Sun office
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9.63
$.6.0
Enjoyable Party.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
Rudy. Phillips 1k Co.
states that he may be in some saniat 25c.
9.66
Jan.
9.70
A pleasant evening was enjoyed
WANTED An experienced roil 1212 South Seventh. Good condition.
tarium under a fictitious name.
Mar
9.85
9.111(
-It la now time to leant fall at the home of Miss Elizabeth Wilpresser.
Address at once B, care $12.50 per month and water furnish- Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
bulbs for spring blooming. We have kinson, 1-315 Langstaff avenue in Steeks-ed. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart BuildSun.
Fraternity building.
all kinds. C. L. Bronson & Co., 529 Rowlemdtewn, Tuesday night Games
1 .73 le
1.74%
I. C.
ing, Telephone 127.
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room
cottage,
-Lawrence Dickerson, colored. 48, Broadway.
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L. & N.
and music were the faituees of pleas1.13
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with
diet at 42G South Twelfth street, yeaOVERRULE MAYOR
1.82%
1.82%
ure, and delightful refreshments were
U. P.
ply Dr. P. H.'Stewart.
preetical office experience. Must he
teeday of fever, and was buried this
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served. Those rn attendance were:
1.46.%
ar:Of:e:
womgligpire
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vh.th,Steady
peoluoposition
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Ta- et:t
afeernoon in Oak Grove cemetery. MemPhIs 4'01121111.1110nere Reinstate Meagre Artie Roe, Vera
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SI. P.
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Phi:lips,
and good salary.. Address C., care
males
"Shorty's"
go
to
111%
South
-Remember, we are the only dealSuspended Policemen.
01%
94%
Mo. P.
Sanders Miller, Evitt Fulkerson,
Sun,
Third or 127 North Peurth,
ers in the city who can furnish you
1.40%
Piscine.
1.40
Lynn Martin, Will
Head, Herman
"-salary expected.
the famous Big Muddy Carterville,
Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 7 -Pu
WANTEDCop.
A
1.11%
good
1.11
Hemphill. Ernie Brake, Goebel Wiigirl_ to Jet
a
coal. Phone 339 Bridiey Bros. ant to g call of Vice Mayor Walsh,
WANTED-To furnish "desk room.
house work. Apply 1227 Jefferson
1.55
Stash
1 .58
kinson, George B. Wilkinson, George
in 'comfortable Broadway office withMarne-Hare you run into anything street.
three out of five members of the fire Harrison, Misses Overhausen, Rolled,
75%
76
Lead.
with )"tir new cart
out charge, to someone who
will
and police commlseloaers voted to re- Wilkinsn,
52% yet
C. F. I.
531
/
4
ie
Mrs. Harrison, Mr. and
- FOR SALE----Ritra, young.-geetfe
Cyril-Yea, into debt.
occupy the same from 8:30 a, m. to
1.04%
instate Chief Crelever. The Malone Mrs. James Wilkinson, Mr. and
1:05
U. S. P.
and sound, suitable for family use.
Mrs.
5 p. m. Apply by letter to P. D. Q-.
men contend the meeting was illegal, Cleveland Wilkinson.
47
17%
U. S.
J. T. Donovan. Phone 244 and 700.
Seams Titles.
care The Sun.
as ho one hut the mayor, under the
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
- charter, has a right to call a meeting
Local Markets.
Reception Friday from 3 to 3.
442, New 599. Delivered promptly. ACCIDENTA
LLY SHOT MOTHER.
of the commissioners except when the
ChickensDressed
- Vic to 40c.
The various ladles' societies of the
E. E. Bell & Sons.
mayor is absent from the city. The
A full pound of best
---25c doz.
Eggs
Broadway Methodist church are ar- FOR RENT 'Rotuma with or with- Anil Long Island Youth Is Felice:tee
liberal forces are endeavoring to get
Btitter-20c lb.
ranging a pleasant reception In comlinen paper for 25c
out bath, 126 South 4th street, also
Sweet Potatoes-eer hu. 60e.
an injunction restraining Mayor Malieee His Rees()11.
pliment to Rev. T. J. Newell and famfernished rooms. Apply 304 Noel
Country Hams- 13c lb.
done from making further injunctions
-Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
ily on Friday afternoon from 3 to 11
Irish Potatoes--Per bu. 60c.
ad also are trying to get a decision
New#York. Nov.
7.--While takFine box papeterie, paper and
o'clock in the church parlors. All
FOR RENT--Four rooms for light
Green Sausage---6c lb.
setting aside the anspensions -already
ing apart his revolver 'so that
la
housekeeping. All modern conventhe members of the church and their
envelopes in bulk, tablets, etc.
Saoisage---7c lb.
made.
iences; 601 North Seventh. Old mold do no harm in the house, Henfriends, the local ministers and their
Country Lard-ile lb.
ry Stedner. 18 yearn of age, of Colphone 569.
Tomatoes-- -25c gallon
families are invited to be present.
Masonic Notis-e.
Peaches---40c basket.
FOR RENT-l512 Trimble street, lege Point, le l'., accidentally shot
Dr. Newell and his faintly have
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M., will meet In special communicaButlerbeene-14)c. quart.
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Celery-35e dozen.
result of the tragic:scieldent.
street.
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confer the E. A. degree on five
atainps on hand after 6
LOST----A gold watch and fob on
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candidates. All brethren invited. By
$400,000 Fire.
Bride end Groom Here.
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Green Tomatoes --54)c basket.
order ov the W. M.
Hamilton,
O. Nov 7. -- Fire this
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Batley arrived
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Turnips-Three for 10e
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and get reward.
•
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000.
Charles Franklin's Funeral.
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Mr. Bailey. who is . Wheat-68e bu.
ed bookkeeper and cashier accustomof his wife's affectionsr
The funeral of Charles Franklin, employed on the Evening News at
• "Some thing. He robbed him of his ed to credits and correspondence.
Corr-50c by.
who died yesterday, will he held this eackson, Miss., .was formerly
John Sharp lite-elected.
money."
a resiAddress X. Y. Z Sun office
New Corn--35e
afteenotoneet 1 o'clock at the reel- dent of Paducah and has many
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223:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Thomp101 Minn Ill
119 sat IMMO/
fifth of the full vote being polled
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FEARFUL PAINS
SUGGESTIONS HOW WOMEN
RELIEF.

MAN N'AS SLOWLY SMOTHKIIEP
lild&PITE EFFORTS T1) RESCUE.

Miser Steger.
12.8
I
Chattanooga
2.9
Cincinnati
11.5
Ampairea 1-tortrolling frierest ns con-1 transmit*
7.5
cern and hw -tie Mr. Hollhaillo
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Joh neon vide
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1.0
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S.0
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7.8
age compact), of which he has ac- St. Louis
quired a controlling intermit. The Mt. Vernon-Hiaelag.
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stockholders met yesterda) ad elect- Paducah
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bring
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lingsheed, Harry eerier Paul Dysart relief.
fao and drew him down with a powThut pent has Meadily been 111 Pair today,
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Negri) all the improvements haat Intratively a new boat' and there will Petro Americo, a fellow worker, went severe strain On a women's vitatiilY
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an wora,AL
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with the action of the faculty.
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The Georgia Lee Is due to leave of a hand fob ahowin' off --WashPostmaster Robbed.
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Talking, you
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proper
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which led to such a severe case of era and all friends of waterways imdition than before the drug was takcn. Any
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- throughout the Putted Rillousness, Dyenepeky and all ilir
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•
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liver.
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turned yellow; when my doctor prement
still
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so
intestinal
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else.
Soid by All urn-giros
they vs ill not be able to properly perform.
scribed gleetrfe Bitters; which cur- Wishfngton. D. C., Thuredir and
Deeetnier 6-7, 114)6. This
functions until another and stronger pi
ed me and have kept me well for Ill •
"That's an
odd -looking
attachtaten. This is the danger which lies
years." Sure cure for Biliousness. call is Issued by the executive corn.ac etccr•tyl
on top of that coffee pot," retaking of lenitive waters (which arc
Neuralgia, Weakness and all Stom- mtttee seeder authority given by tale
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last
"Tea,
Mr,"
cementite), arid Is the third reelsalts). candied pellets and pills.
ach, Liver, Kidney and Bladder deCarital
replied the po;ite clerk. "that is the
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rangements. A wonderful tonic. At vent ion of the onswitiestimi
Surplus
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Pack Tram' sew
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.
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to
practical')
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Fort Riley. Kan.
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ural, manner. It contains considerable pe•-..
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11111C CHAR/TABLE
the greatest of all stomach stimulants.
pack trains at Tort Riley will leave, 24 to 36 hours From Mt Vernon to To your horses as well as to yourself.
Accounts of individuals and -firms solicited. We appreciate
Cairo, will continue falling during You need not suffer from oaths of any
preparation gives great strength to the st,c
tomorrow for Cuba
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next
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a
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possible
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propby all druggists 25c. Try them.
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erty and move to Arizoaa, but after not retain its food don't eirpertment
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gard 1)r. King's New biseovery as
Solitby all druggists.
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the moat wonderful medicine in exbefore the procurement of the car line to this Addition, but
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and Cold
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$1. Trial bottle free.
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To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.

nature of the alternating
THEelectric
current supplying light

and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our

•

customers having buzz fans and
small motor. that a-re 'attached t9 the
saine wires that supply light. If yon
have either a small motor or buzz

fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately in order that we may

h.'

I , W1111,

t hit

i4• W

take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed coe-

ditions.
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urry-up phystcs are
usually dan
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The Paducah Light and
Power Co.

4,,

Citizen's Savings Banit

meet

Dr.cpiewelli Sump replin

50.000

Interest!NW on Time DeoositA

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'c'ock
Third and Broadway

Pepsin Syrup Co.

• Monticello, Ill.

Street Cars to Worten's Addition
in Sixty Days.

TO LET

Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

If You Need a

HAIR BRUSH
See Our

1,fr

,0
4

PIPE SMOKERS

$ 1 00

CITY TRANSFER CO. Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Olauber's Stable.
Now located at

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

Special Imported English Pistil.

TELEPHONE 499

McPherson's
Drug Store.

J. M. WORTEN

House wiritig, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
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TOE SMOKE ROUSE
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With Edged Tools
By HENRY SETON MERRIMAN
‘uthor at the reeinerit.Rotticc's Corner. "frees
One Generation to Another.- rte.
Copyright.

1894.

by

HARPER.
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ISOM', BATTLE
Thin People HOLDING GH1LD
FOR I%C. CONTROL
TIGHT IN ARMS
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish Aiding
Her Husband,

Mrs, McCord Passed Away
During The Night.

Flulists Support of Vanderbilt!. and
tore Her .1dittew in New lork
400.

MuttaT sad Daughter emend With
Arnie Elite herd Artessiti Each
(slier by Nurse.

As

Trust to Nature.
A great many Amerieane, both swat
slid it ,mien, are thin, pale alai puny, with
pr
heeduon they have illtreated their stomachs by hasty eating
or ton much eating, by eonsioning *leobelie beverages, or by to, close confinement to home, office or fastory, and in
consequence the stomach must be treated
lu
-firs they can rectify
nAtural way is
their earlier mistakes.
he ranseles in
many such people. in tact in every weary,
thiu and theeblooded person, do their
work eith gnat difficulty. As a result
fatigue comes early, is extreme and lases
long. The demand for nutritive aid is
ahead ef the supply. To insure perfect
health every tiesue, bone, nerve and
muscle should take from the blood certain materials and return to it certain.
others. It is iseressary to prepare the
sttimach for the worn of striking up from
the food what is nete4rtry to make good,
rich, red blood. We must go to Nature
for the remedy. There were certain
roots known to the Indians of this
country befogs air adverts of the whites
which later mane to the knowledge of
the settlers and which are now growing
rapidly in proleselloael fever for the cure
Of ttbstillate stomach and liver trimislm.
These are found to be safe and yet certain
their ties
and invigorating
effeetp
uon the Maniac, liver and blordi
These are: Golden
I reot, Queen's
root, Stmie root. Rloadroot. Mandrake
root. Then there is Black Cherrybark.
The mediehial principles residing in these
native room wlien extracted with gl ye -aterne a. a solvent make the neet reliable
and efficient stionito•h tonic s,,l li‘.,r invigorator, when i•ombined in Just the
right proportions. as in Dr. lire's
Golden Mislical Discovery. Who're there
Is bankrupt vitality -such as nervous
exhaustion, bad nutrition-and thin
C adrm. Phone 1513,
blood. the body acquires vigor and the
nerve., blood anti all the tissue!' tse4tbe
favorable effect it this sovereign remedy.
Although some physicians have been
aware ot the high mealicinnl value of the
above mentioned plants, yet few have
PADUCAH
AND
used pure giyeerine as a solvent and EVANS% ILLE,
usually the deckers' prearrIptiona tailed
CAIRO LINK.
for the ingredient* in varying amounts.

New
Artistic
Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering

It win pay you to
And he proeeeded to perform the du- it, -nectar goirilYSee
INDEPENDENT CAMPAIGN
AN
111::AltT DISE LSI.: THE CAUSE.
ties attendant on les master's wurd"God Neu you. I know you would:"
robe with a wisp, deep seated (shake of burst is Joseph, "You'd go like winkint.
the heed. While setting the shaving There's no one known that better nor
yourself. 'fake
Vinol a
necessaries in order on the dressing we, sir, and what I says I*, *like matNew York, Nov. 7. --The fight while Weigh yourself again. The
Tightly lemming her little daughtable, he went further-he winked ter, like man.' Dante,, air; game it lal
gravely at himself in the looking glass. Ill go. I'm not the man to turn my which Stuyvesant Irish is making gain in flesh, strength and appettte ter in tier arms., Mrs. Allte McCord
"You've made wonderful progress the bkek on a pal, a-a partner, sir, so to against Edward H. Harriman and wil: be better arguments for Vino' was (mend dead yesterday morning
last few days, sir," he remarked. -I al- 4309aki"
Wall' street for possession of the
about 7 o'clock at the residence of
than all we can say;
wnys told Missis Mares that It would
•Mre.
"You see." said Meredith, with the Reis Crtntral road has become a social
Bettie Dimmick, 312 Aslibrook
This is because Vinol contains in
do you a lot of good to have Mr. Gor- deep insight into men that made com- !me as we'l as a financial and railavenue, Mechanicsburg.
a
concentrated
form
ail
the
medicidon to heart you up with his cheery mand so easy to hen "you see there
sue. The battle has been takMrs. McCord - had been hI several
nal elements of cod User oil taken
ways-and Miss Gordon. too, air."
Is no one elite. There is not another
er) in the most exclusive social
dote. Last week she was taken to
from fresh cods' livers. but it is a
"Yee, but they would not have been tuan in Afriea who could do it."
the honie of Mrs. Dinuniek, who is
circles of this city, and bids fair to
much good withent sit your tare before
'11131,'s tree. sir."
better body builder anti strengththey (-amp. I had turned the. corner a
"And I think that Mr. ()sward will be disrupt the "4410" or change that list creator than cod liver oil or emul- related to her. About 7 o'clock Mrs.
of Illustrious social lights.
Dintatick entered the roont of the
week rtgo-I felt it myself."
looking for you."
sions because the useless, indigestiJoseph grinned-au honest, open grin
"And he won't need to hook long, eir.
mother and child to give Mrs. MeCord
It became - known several days ago
of self satisfaction. He was'aot one But I should like to set, you safe on that Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish had taken ble and nauseating oil has beau- her breakfast. Mrs. Dimmick laid
eiltninated
and
tonic
iron
added.
• of those pentone who like their praise board the boat: then I'm ready to go." up the eases of battle in aid of h r
her hand ou„,34re. McCord to awake
bestowed with subtlety.
Vinol cieates an appeCte, etreng
"Bight. We can both leave by
husband, and when Mrs. Fish begins
her, and found the face cold.
"Wonderful!". he repented to him- Thrireday't boat, anti we'll get the capthens every organ in the body, tones
Deputy Coroner Fred
Roth held
self, as he went to the well In the NO to qop you and your men at to do things she lead* a somewhat up the digestive organs, makes rich,
an inquest, which showed that Mrs.
In this fight.
'erten for lee maider'e bath water. Lopez. We can get Miura ready by strenuous existence.
7111(":1
Wilh
ThiaLle..
'Golden
(Incorporated./1
%Indica, Discovery" is a
red blood and firm healthy flesh.
McCord has died of heart trouble scientific preparation compoundisi iit the Eveasellle
it is stated, Mre. Fish, who has been
"Wonderful! But I don't understand then. I think."
end Padsweb Packets.
So sure are we of what Vince will with which she had suffered
glyceric extracts r4 the above mentioned
"Easy, sir."
things--hot beiu' a marryiu' man."
accredited with I.Cing the arbiter of
vegetable ingredients and contains no
During the last few (lays Jack's prog- • The question thus settled, there the "400,•• Is as determined to win do that we refund money to those
Eiliellwaa thirty-six jeers old and air-olio] or harmful habit-forming drugs.
rem had been rapid enough even to seemed to lie no tweemsity to prolong as is her husband, and if she fails who bay Vinol and are not benefited. was born in this citty. She was the
•
settiefy Joseph. The doctor expressed the interview. lint Joseph did not
daughter of the late Catrtain William
society 1. likely to get a few unpleas- W. B. McPherson, Druggist
It EI.I'Llef48--8T.eRt'ING.
himself fully regesured and even !spoke more. Meredith waited patiently.
Note
-While
we
are
aoie
agents
Augustus, who was connected with
go up, sir, to the' platter." mid ant jars before she gets through.
(Daily Except Sunday 1
of returning no more. But he repeated
for Vino: in Paducah, It is now for the city tire departments for years.
Aline at High Marks.
place
his wish that Jack should leave for the servant at length, -and
Steamers Joe Fowler and John K.
Keeps Vigil Reside th-nd llody of
sale
at
the
leadin•
drug
store
In
myself tinder Mr. Otteard's orders: but
Mrs. McCord le survived in two (titThe stake for which Mrs. Fish and
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Et-ansEngland without delay.
Her Mot her.
elite and way landings at 11 a, at.
"He lo quite strong enough to he before I go I mint to give you notice her friends are playing hi the support nearly every town and city in the drat, Farley and Rub:oe McCord, two
11101-ell inn'," he finished by saying. oc resignation. I resigns my partnerSpecial excursion rate now in efAugustus of
of Corneelus Vanderbilt and- John country. Look for the Vino' agency brothers, Mr. Harry
New York, Nov. 7.-- Made help's.** fect from Paducah to Evansville and
"There Is no reason for further delay." ship in this 'ere itiminclue at six months Jacob Astor both scions of society, in your town.
this city, .and Mr. James Augustus.
by theninatlane Mrs. Mary Donne- return, $4.00 Elegant musk on the
"No." euewered Jocelyn, to whom from today. It's a lilt too hot. sir.
of Memphis. Her sister is Mart Jack
both within the pale of influence of
-the order was spoken "No. none. We • that's the truth. It's nil very well for
gan
of Brooklyn. had sat starving boat. Table unsurpassed.
Wall street, and both Illinois Central year and win. They insist that:Harris Bur",
will see that tw goes by the next gentlemen like, pelmet( and Mr. Oso
beside the body of her mother since
di
rectors.
man
pledged
himself
to
rah as int
card. with fortunes and line lemmas,
boat."
STEAMKii DICK TOWLICR
last Ftiday aftei noon, unable to atIt Is not to be supposed that Mrs. favor of peace, and on that rondi- AMERICAN WoltD MIST PRAISED
Jocelyn entered the drawing room and, as say'in' goes, it wife apiece waftLoaves Paducah for Cairo and way
tract
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Si
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passers-by
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an easiyrttime.f‘it
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a
prisoner
"The dialer is pleased with your -pillory with yer life in yor hand. and has rivals, and In rivals she Yfind 1"7"711 PritrtufS'i
Ira"rf
"In" in
7fine'.
N44.4Slang.
"miff rir
now In effect from Paducah to Calm
t turned against hint. They
Language
ray irtrit
Snappy
Fish
progress," she said. -He dos not not a tight grip at that. Kilt for a enemies who are ever
In
the
room
with
the dead woman and return, with or without mesh
ready to takeiretaints the control of a majority of
seern to want to see you any more, and ptior soldier man like myself, what hors
The only person she sueseeded in and room. Good music and table unof her every tnel' Iv the the stock.
advantage
New
Haven,
Conn.,
Nov.
7.
-Henatuelt
the
regulation
powder
he told me to be inhospitable. Hatted
all 'is life,
railing befote today heartlessly or surpassed.
ry Ai tour lours, the English drama.
me to turn you out. Yon are to leave tuti hasn't got nothele to love anti no effort to dethrone her. In this fight,
For further information apply to
drunkenly went away and left her to
however,
Fish
has
Mrs.
taucceeded
in
by the next steamer."
eel waiting for him at home well, it
ASSAULT LAIR TO NOCIAL LIGHT ti••• in addressing Yale students toterrible vigil. This afternoon a S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent. or
"This is no joklug matter," he said. isn't good enough. Thies what I say, ranging on her side some of the most
day• on "Literature and the Modern her
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
half seriously. "The worst of It is that Mr. with respects,"
powerful social influences la the city wcss,knowit women ftyft souls ea Drama," said in part: "Your Amite. tenant of the building reported to
Fowler-Crum baugh & Oo's °Mee.
you seem rather pleased."
Adams
street
that
the
pollee
station
by
way
of New York. The lines of battle
He added the last two words
chsrge
.
wka hoar*, Hem„tary. can cohoqulal language is racier
Both phones No. 33.
am--at the thought that you are of apology for having banged a very have been d-rawn, and it is now the
there was a dead woman on the top
than is ours, has more bite and
so much better." -She paused and solid fist on the table.
Boor. Detective,
Robertson and
dominant portion of society against
St. Louis, Nov. 7. -Miss Grace 3#, Ming and swarms with lusty young
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turued quite away, busying herself i,Joessph rubbed his hands slowly towith a pile of Woke and magazines. eetiter and departed, leaving his mas- Wall street, the Standard Oil In- Kelly filed salt today against George Idioms struck off red-hot with vi- Hynes discovered Mrs. Donnegau
RIVER PACKET COMPANY.
slating heireess ti a reeking chair
H. Harriman. W.
"The other." she greet on too indiffer- ter to begin a long letter to tiny Of- fluence and Edward
Brown and
his wife ,Bottle talitj. I bear them as T walk your
None of those who are vitally interestbeside the body of her mother. Mrs.
ently, "was unfortunately to _he oriL sexed.
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of grief because she had probenly Mss. Fish is known to he making.
"Ile also said." she observed in a saved the life of Jack Meredith, and in
Brown and injured
-taw war eon- and we across the ocean are con-1
They admit, though, that she has
practical way, "that yon must not come dohs; so had only succeeded
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importing
three months Montiy
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ont to Africa again."
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It is known, however, that Mrs.
peating to her what he had told Jack
In resisting arrest, fired on Marsha' for invoice charges eater collected
on the summit of a lost mountain In Fish is using a:1 her social
ners."
on a previous vette
strength some trouble in getting the front
Quarrels and Deputy Mitchell, the by the clerk of th• boat.
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interior. Meredith himself was undoor
they
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unlocked
when
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to line up Astor and Vanderbilt in the
fit for the jouPney. There remained
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directors' meeting Wednesday on the , from church.
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St.
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In mining down to Lotter° Joseph
cide nhen yow get home."
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W. F. Waldkinch. Yashviae: B. L.
hid had the recently made trick of which *he is taking was not at the
He laughed.'
cell, leaving him for dead. While the
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thsbate on Edneation.
Logan, St. Louis: J. M. Kirk, Louie"The least pleasant part (It it irs"he Cloward's rescuing party to guide bins regnott of her husband. In fact,
In the house of vine; A. G. Chapman, lamisville; R. Mob was storming the, jail a crowd
said -your evident lesiro t.) see tbe day by day. He knew that this was he is said not its have known any-! London Nov 7
Of negroes began firing into the
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last of me. Could you not (Regrew that now completely overgrown. The aim - thing about the ratter until after the lords this evening the debate on the L. Kennedy, Aurora, 111 -.• F. A: Baka little. Dist for the sake of my feel- Indite platean was once more lost to campaign was well under way. Then teducation bill advanced as far as er, St. Louts; P. H. Barley. Coving- ranks of the besiegers and H. M
all human knowledge.
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he at first laughed and told her she clause 4 which provides that the lo- ton; R. E. Glover, Springfield; J. H. Clarke, a white man, was fatally in And up there, alone amid the clouds,
"Book your passage by the next boat
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